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Looking for an app for your child that will help her or him to make better food choices and/or encourage 

physical activity? The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in conjunction with the Let’s 

Move program sponsored the Apps for Healthy Kids challenge. The applications were categorized into 

either tools or games with the opportunity for six winners each. Developers submitted ninety plus 

applications. These applications whether game or tool help children think about how to make food and 

activity choices.  All are available online at no cost. 

The popular choice tool winner was Tony’s Plate Calculator, an app that allows a child to determine the 

calorie value of a meal, a snack, recipe or an entire day’s worth of food. It is described as a powerful and 

flexible tool. The first place winner, Pick Chow, encourages children to create menus by dragging and 

dropping food onto their virtual plate. By rating the meal with one to five stars based on the nutritional 

value of their choices, children build confidence in their ability to select flavorful healthy meals. The 

meals can then be emailed to the parent along with recipes, coupons and shopping list.  

The first place game winner, Trainer, also won the GE Healthymagination Student Game award. In 

Trainer, the player trains creatures. Any activity the creature in training does, the trainer does at the 

same time so children are moving with their creature. According to the game’s creator, David Villatoro, 

“Through experiential learning, Players will quickly gain insight into how nutrition and fitness impacts 

their daily lives - removing many of the stigmas surrounding diet and exercise.” 

Food Buster won the popular choice game. It helps children identify the amount of calories, salt, fat and 

sugar found in foods by stacking food on plates without breaking the scale.  

To learn more or utilize any of these apps, visit the Family, Health and Well-Being page at 

Franklin.CCE.Cornell.edu or go to the source at 

http://appsforhealthykids.challengepost.com/submissions . 
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